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Abstract 
A first explicit connection between finitely presented commutative monoids and ideals in 
polynomial rings was used in 1958 by Emelichev yielding a solution for the word problem 
in commutative monoids by deciding the ideal membership problem. The aim of this paper 
is to show how congruences on monoids and groups can be characterized by ideals in the 
corresponding monoid and group rings. These characterizations allow to transfer well known 
results from the theory of string rewriting systems for presenting monoids and groups to the 
algebraic setting of subalgebras and ideals in monoid and group rings. Moreover, natural one- 
sided congruences defined by subgroups of a group are connected to one-sided ideals in the 
respective group ring and hence the subgroup problem and the ideal membership problem are 
directly related. For several classes of finitely presented groups we show explicitly how Grabner 
basis methods are related to existing solutions of the subgroup problem that are based on rewriting 
methods. For the case of general monoids and submonoids weaker results are presented. In fact 
it becomes clear that string rewriting methods for monoids and groups can be lifted in a natural 
way to define reduction relations in monoid and group rings. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The development of symbolic computation theory - a field related to mathematics 
as well as to computer science - has resulted in new constructive approaches to com- 
putational problems in algebra, mainly for rings, monoids and groups. In particular 
reduction techniques provide concepts for representing congruences by rewriting sys- 
tems, transform these systems and use them for computations in quotient structures 
using symbolic methods. For general varieties these techniques have been studied ex- 
tensively and the general results of term rewriting are widely applied in different areas. 
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Monoids and groups, as members of special varieties, can be presented as quotients 
of the corresponding free structures. Hence general rewriting is one possible tech- 
nique to solve computational problems related to these structures. Such presentations 
in terms of generators and defining relations (see e.g. [6,20,27]) are closely related to 
string rewriting systems or semi-Thue systems, which can be seen as special rewrit- 
ing systems. Hence knowledge and procedures from this field, especially variations 
of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [ 11,151, can be applied to solve monoid 
and group theoretic problems. Among these the word problem is the most important 
one, i.e. the problem of deciding whether two representations of elements in fact de- 
scribe the same element. This problem can be solved using rewriting techniques in 
case the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure terminates for a given string rewriting 
system yielding a finite convergent system. Hence the questions of which monoids 
have presentations by finite convergent (i.e. complete) semi-Thue systems and of how 
to compute them are of special interest. Kapur and Narendran in [ 131 and Jantzen in 
[8,9] give examples of monoid presentations which cannot be completed although a 
finite convergent semi-Thue system over a different alphabet exists that presents the 
same monoid. Squier proved the existence of finitely presented monoids with decidable 
word problem which cannot be presented by any finite convergent semi-Thue system 
[43]. Some characterizations of classes of groups with finite convergent presentations 
of certain syntactical type can be found in [21]. 
Besides the word problem, the subgroup problem or generalized word problem is 
another classical decision problem for groups that has been studied extensively. Kuhn 
and Madlener have shown how the notion of prefix rewriting - a specialization of 
ordinary string rewriting - can be applied to solve the subgroup problem for certain 
classes of groups [ 171. Prefix rewriting and the corresponding completion method are 
a direct generalization of Nielsen’s method to solve the subgroup problem in the class 
of free groups [34]. If the prefix completion succeeds the resulting complete system 
can be used to compute Schreier-representatives of the subgroup cosets. A related 
problem is the computation of a particular presentation for a subgroup of a group. 
Here types of group presentations allowing the computation of presentations of the 
same type for their subgroups are particularly interesting. For some groups such a 
presentation for the subgroup can be computed from a confluent prefix rewriting system 
for the subgroup [18]. The application of reduction techniques in rings for deciding 
membership problems of ideals and subalgebras also has a long tradition and has 
produced multiple results beginning with Buchberger’s fundamental work on Grobner 
bases [2]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to relate the reduction techniques used for monoids, 
groups and rings by explicitly relating decision problems in the appropriate structures. 
Using reductions, e.g. from the word problem for finitely presented monoids or groups 
to the ideal membership problem for corresponding free monoid or free group rings, 
the apparently different reduction techniques for solving the problems can be compared. 
We survey some results concerning the above mentioned decision problems. A survey 
on reduction techniques for rings can be found in [24]. 
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A first connection between (finitely presented) commutative monoids and polynomial 
rings can be found in the work of Emelichev (1958) (see e.g. [28]). He gives a solu- 
tion for the word problem in commutative monoids using algebraic methods. Assuming 
the commutative monoid &’ is presented by a set of generators xi,. . . ,x, and a set of 
defining relations 11 = rl. . ,I, = r,,, the following is true: A relation u = w holds in 
.&’ if and only if the polynomial u - w lies in the ideal generated by the polynomials 
1, -I” I,..., I, -I,,, in the polynomial ring Q[xr , ,x,1. In his paper Emelichev uses 
a result of Hermann to show that the latter question is decidable. Of course the ideal 
membership problem is also decidable by using Buchberger’s method of Grobner bases, 
which is based on a special reduction system associated to finite sets of polynomials 
which represent ideal congruences in polynomial rings. Polynomials are used as rules 
by giving an admissible term ordering on the terms and using the largest monomial ac- 
cording to this ordering as the left-hand side of a rule. “Reduction” defined in this way 
can be interpreted as division of one polynomial by a set of finitely many polynomials. 
A Griibner basis now can be defined as a set of polynomials G such that every poly- 
nomial in the polynomial ring has a unique normal form with respect to reduction 
using the polynomials in G as rules (especially the polynomials in the ideal generated 
by G reduce to zero using G which yields a solution to the membership problem for 
ideals). 
In this paper we want to show how congruences on monoids and groups are con- 
nected to ideals in the respective monoid and group rings. These connections yield a 
transfer of results from the former field to generalizations of Grobner basis methods 
in various structures. In [36] we have shown that certain undecidability results for 
string rewriting systems carry over to monoid and group rings since the specialization 
of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure to string rewriting systems is an instance 
of Mora’s generalization [31] of Buchberger’s algorithm for free monoid rings. These 
results are summarized in Section 3 after giving some basic notions in Section 2. The 
main purpose is to work out deeper and more general relations: between the submonoid 
problem for monoids and the subalgebra problem for the respective monoid rings, and 
between the subgroup problem for groups and the one-sided ideal membership prob- 
lem in the respective group rings. In Sections 4 and 5 we analyze relations between 
two- and one-sided ideals in group rings and rewriting techniques for the word and 
subgroup problem in groups. Section 6 outlines the more general case of subalgebras 
in monoid rings, and the connections to the submonoid problem in the corresponding 
monoid are studied. While the results presented in these sections make clear that only 
very restricted types of monoids or groups will allow finite Grobner bases for two- or 
one-sided ideals in the associated monoid or group rings, in the concluding remarks we 
collect known positive results on the existence of finite Grobner bases in some group 
rings, which prove that for the groups known to have subgroup problems solvable by 
string rewriting methods, appropriate finite Griibner bases can be computed in the re- 
spective group ring. These classes of finitely presented groups include the finite, the 
free, the plain, the context-free, respectively, the polycyclic groups, and the details can 
be found in [24]. 
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2. Presentations: congruences in monoids and groups 
The book of Lallement [19] gives a good introduction to congruences and presen- 
tations of monoids, while the book of Johnson [lo] was used as a source on group 
presentations. 
Let A be a set and p &A x A a binary relation on A. By E we denote the special 
relation ((~,a) ] a E A}. A binary relation p is called an equivalence relation in case 
it is reflexive (i.e. E C p), symmetric (i.e. p c p-l = {(b, a) 1 (a, b) E p}) and transitive 
(i.e. pop = {(a,~) 1 (u,b),(b,c) E p} c p). In the following we assume that p is an 
equivalence relation. For an element a E A we call the set [alp = {a’ E A / (a, a’) E p} 
the class of a module p. Then A is a disjoint union of classes modulo p and the set 
of all such classes modulo p is called the quotient of A mod&o p, denoted by A/p. 
A congruence on a monoid _& is defined as an equivalence relation p on the set JZ 
which is stable under left and right multiplication with elements of ~2’. In particular a 
right (respectively left) congruence on J%’ is stable with respect to right (respectively 
left) multiplication. 
Given a congruence p on a monoid _&? and an element m E &2’, we call [mlp = {m’ E 
.,4X ( (m, m’) E p} the congruence class of m. We can define a monoid structure on the set 
of all congruence classes k?/p by setting [ml0 0~1~ [m’], = [m 0.1 m’lp for m, m’ E 4’. 
Then 4/p is called the quotient of ~2 by p and the homomorphism x,, : A? -+ J&‘/P 
induced by m H [mlP is in fact surjective. 
Congruences now provide the means to construct presentations of monoids. For a set 
of symbols or alphabet C, the set of strings C* is a free monoid with concatenation 
as multiplication and the empty string 2 as unit. Equality in C” is denoted by =. 
A relation over C is a pair of words (u, v) often written as an equation u = v. 
C is called a set of generators for ~62’ under the mapping 4 : C + A?, if the extension 
of 4 to the set of words C* on C defined by $(a, . . a,) = $(a~ ) 0.1. . .o,g ~$(a,), is a 
homomorphism from Z* onto ~2’. If for two words w, w’ E C* we have 4(w) = &(w’) 
we say that the relation w = w’ holds in ~2’. The word problem for a monoid .,s?? with 
generators C now is to decide whether for two words w, w’ E C*, the relation w = w’ 
holds in A. 
Given a set of relations R we say that a word u is directly derivable from another 
word v under the relation 1= r in R, if either u = xly and v z xry or u E xry and v = xly 
for some words x, y. We call u derivable from v under R if there exist words VO, . . . , v, 
such that v = vg, ui+i is directly derivable from vi for 0 < i <n - 1 and v, = u. Notice 
that if u is derivable from v under R, then 4(u) = 4(u) holds, i.e. u = v holds in c,&‘, 
whenever the relations in R hold in 4. We then call the relation u = v a consequence 
of the relations in R. In case all and only the relations holding in ~2’ are consequences 
of the relations R we say that (C,R) is a presentation of Jz! defined by 4. (C,R) is 
also called a Thue system in the literature. 
Now the easiest way to give a presentation of a monoid ~62 is to take the set ~2 itself 
as a generating set and to use the multiplication table of J! as the defining relations. 
However this presentation in general will not be finite and other presentations fulfilling 
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1. 
2. 
additional conditions, e.g. finitely many generators or finitely many relations, are hoped 
for. 
In order to construct a presentation of a monoid ~fl one has to 
Find a set of generators C for M. Without loss of generality C can be chosen as 
a “subset” of ;&s!’ and then 4 : C + I 4 is the natural inclusion mapping. 
Find a set of relations R in .4! such that the smallest congruence containing these 
relations coincides with the kernel congruence of the extended homomorphism 
Q, : Z* + df. This kernel congruence is {(u, V) t C* x L* 1$(u) = N c#I(u)}. 
In order to use reduction techniques for computations in monoids or groups, presen- 
tations are provided with an orientation of the relations and treated as string rewriting 
systems (for a general reference of the terms and techniques described here see [3,7] ). 
A string relilriting system or semi-Thur s~~stem is a pair (Z, T) where C is an alphabet 
and 7’ is a subset of C* x C*. The elements (I, Y) of T are called rules and will often 
be written as 14 r. The (single-step) reduction relation on C* induced by a set of 
rules T is defined as follows: For any z~,I’ in C* , II -7 1’ if and only if there exist n. ~3 
in C* and (I, r) in T such that u E .xI~ and v ~xry. c is then called a proper descendant 
of U. The reflexive transitive symmetric closure is denoted by AT and is called the 
Thue congruence generated by T. Hence, for u, 0 E C* we have u A, I’ if and only if 
u=aisaconsequenceoftherelationsR=(/=r~(f.r)~T}.lfu~~~~holdsthenone 
says that u reduces to L’. In case u has no proper descendant it is called irreducible. 
An irreducible descendant of u is called a (T-)normalJbrm and is sometimes denoted 
by ulr. The reduction relation induced by 7’ is called Noetheriun if there is no infinite 
chain 214~ ~‘1 +T 19 -fT . . . It is called confluent if for all U, c, w in C*, u -;r 13 and 
u 5~ M: imply the existence of z in C” such that r:Tz and MI Arz. A string rewriting 
system is called convergent or complete if it is both, Noetherian and confluent. i.e.. 
unique normal forms exist. In case it is additionally finite, we can decide the word 
problem by computing normal forms and hence the monoid is effective and can be 
represented using the irreducible elements. 
By Newman’s lemma we know that under the hypothesis that a reduction relation 
is Noetherian, a string rewriting system is confluent if and only if it is locvdl~ CO/Z- 
,fiuent. i.e., for all u,v. w in C*, u AT c and u +T w imply the existence of z in Z* 
such that L.: T z and w $, z. For finite string rewriting systems the global property 
of being locally confluent can be localized to enable a finite confluence test. The 
process of trying to transform a Noetherian string rewriting system into a conver- 
gent one by resolving the not locally confluent situations is called completion. We 
will now sketch how a finite string rewriting system (C, T) presenting a monoid can 
be completed in case we have a total admissible2 well-founded 3 ordering $ on z‘” 
such that for all (I, r) t T we have 1~ r. This ordering then will be called a UMP 
* A partial ordering 5 on Z* is called admissible if for all ~1, C,X, y in Z* we have u 3 i, and u t 1. 
implies xuy t xry. 
3 A partial ordering + on Z’ is called well-founded if no infinite chains of the form XI +x2 t with 
x, E C* are possible. 
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pletion ordering for T and the completion procedure transforms (C, T) into a (not 
necessarily finite) convergent string rewriting system presenting the same monoid. 
It is important that in order to check a finite Noetherian string rewriting system T 
for confluence we only have to look at a finite set of critical situations: for two 
not necessarily different rules (11, r2), (12, r2) in T the set of critical pairs is defined 
as ((rl7-2y) Ix,yEC*, 1, r4y) U {(XYI,Y~Y) Ix,y~ C*, xl1 = 12y, 1x1~ 1121). Now 
given a finite string rewriting system (C, T) with a completion ordering 3 we can 
specify a completion process as follows: 
KNUTH BENDIX COMPLETION 
Given: A string rewriting system (C, T), 
and a total well-founded admissible ordering 3. 
R:={(l,r)~l~r,(l,r)~T or (r,l)~T}; 
B:={((~1,r1),(12,~2))1(~1,~1),(~2,~2)~R}; 
while B#0 do 
((ll,rl),(L~)) := remove(B); 
% Remove an element using a fair strategy 
for all critical pairs (z1,22) E critical.pairs((lr,q), (12,72)) do 
% critical.pairs((lr,rr),(Z2,r2))={(r1,Xr2y) Ix,yEC*,l1~xl2y}U 
% {(xr1,r2y) IX,Y E C*,xll = /2y, IxI< 1121> 
zi := max+(normal.form(zr, 4~) normal.form(z2, dR)); 
z; := min+(normal.form (21, +R), normal.form(z2,-+~)); 
% normal.form(z,-+R) computes an R-normal form of z 
if zi #zi 
then B:=BU{((l,r),(zl,z~)),((z~,z~),(1,r))I(Z,r)~R}; 
R := R u {(z;,z;)}; 
endif 
endwhile 
Since the word problem for arbitrary string rewriting systems is undecidable, this 
procedure in general will not terminate. Nevertheless, using a fair4 strategy to remove 
elements from the set B, it always enumerates a convergent string rewriting system 
based on the completion ordering 3 presenting the same monoid as the input system. 
3. Relating the word and the ideal membership problems in monoids and 
free monoid rings 
Let us start this section with some algebraic notions concerning monoid rings. For 
a monoid JZ’ with multiplication o and a total well-founded ordering > on A, the 
4 A fair strategy will ensure that all elements of the set B are considered at some time by the procedure. 
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elements of the monoid ring W[JY] over a field K can be presented as “polynomials” 
f = GM4 clt . t where only finitely many x( E 06 are non-zero. T(f) is the set of all 
t E A’ with non-zero coefficient in f. For c( E K* = K - {0}, x I t is called a monomiul 
consisting of the coefficient 2 and the term t. Addition and multiplication for two 
polynomials f = CtE,4t ut . t and h = Clt,I pt . t are defined as f + h = CIE df (at + 
A>. t and f * h = CtE.I a t with yt = C_roy=t cl, . By. Given a non-zero polynomial ,f 
in W[,&], the ordering of J&’ induces an ordering on T(f). The head term HT( f) is the 
largest element of T(f) and the monomial containing this term is the head monomial 
HM(f) with head coefficient HC( f ). 
For a subset F of K[&] we call the set ideal,.(F) ={cy=, 2, .fi *IV; ) n t N, a, E K, 
f!EF, WiEJH} 5 the right ideal, ideal,(F)= {c:=, x, wi * fi / n E N, x; E K, f; t F, 
wi E CJZ} the left ideal and ideal(F) = {ET=, xi. uI * ,f; * wi 1 n E N, Cli E hi, f; t F, 
u*,wi E ~2’) the two-sided ideal generated by F. By -i we will denote the (right, left 
respectively two-sided) congruence induced by the (right, left, respectively, two-sided) 
ideal i on W[.M]. 
The following theorem states that the word problem for a monoid is equivalent to a 
restricted version of the ideal membership problem in the respective free monoid ring. 
This immediately implies the undecidability of the latter problem. The undecidability 
result is also stated in [14,32], but the proof we give here provides a stronger result 
as will be described below. For a string rewriting system (C, T) presenting a monoid, 
the related free monoid ring over .Z is W[Z*]. 
Theorem 1. Let (C, T) be a finite string rewriting system presenting u monoid .K. 
We associate with T the set of polynomials PT = {I - r ) (1,r) E T} in W[C*]. Then 
fbr u, v E C” the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u AT v, i.e. the relation u = v holds in ~2’. 
(2) u - v E ideal( i.e. u -[deal(&) v. 
Proof. 1 32: Using induction on k we show that uA;r v implies u - VE ideal( 
In the base case k = 0 there is nothing to show, since u - II = 0 E ideal( Thus let 
us assume that ii A;T ii implies ii - i; E ideal( Then looking at u AT Uk HT v we 
find uk HT v with (Ij, r,) E T. Without loss of generality we can assume uk = XI,iy for 
some _~,y E C* thus giving us v E xriy, and since multiplication in the free monoid is 
concatenation, v can be expressed in terms of polynomials by v = uk - x * (/, - pi) * y. 
As u -- v = II - uk + x x (lj - Yj) * y and u - uk E ideal our induction hypothesis 
yields u - v E ideal( 
2 + 1: It remains to show that u - v E ideal implies u AT v. We know u - 
~=Cy=,fij.~j * (Zi, -Ye,) * yj, where /I,EK*, xi, yj E 1”. Therefore, by showing 
the following stronger result we are done: A representation u - v == cl, Pi where 
pi = x.!. (Wj-I$), Xj E [M* and Wj tsT VV~ implies that u Ar V. Thus let U-V = x7=, p, 
’ N denotes the natural numbers including 0. 
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be such a representation. Depending on this representation ~~=i pj and the ordering 
3 on C* we can define t = max+ {Wj, wi 1 j = 1,. . . , m} and K as the number of poly- 
nomials pj containing t as a term. We will show our claim by induction on (m,K), 
where (m’,K’)<(m,K) if and only if m’<m or (ml-m and K’<K). In case m=O, 
then u - v = 0 implies u = v and hence u &r v. Now suppose m>O. In case K = 1, 
let pk be the polynomial containing t. Since we either have pk = CQ . (t - w;) or 
Pk = @k . (Wk - t), where tlk E { 1, -l}, without loss of generality we can assume u = t 
and pk = t - wh. Using pk we can decrease m by subtracting pk from u - v giving us 
w; - v = cyz,,jfk pj. Since u = t Ar wh and our induction hypothesis yields wh +&“V 
we can conclude u Ar v. 
In case K > 1 there are two polynomials pk, p1 in the corresponding representation 
containing the term t and without loss of generality we can assume pk = & . (t - w;) 
and PI= tq. (t - wi), as the cases where Pk = Lxk (WI - t) or pl = cq . (wi - t) occur 
can be treated similarly by modifying the respective coefficient. If w6 zz wi we can 
immediately decrease m by substituting the occurrence of pk + pl by (& . cl;’ + 1) . pl. 
Otherwise we can proceed as follows: 
pk + Pi = pk -ak ’ uj -’ pl + ak ’ a;’ ’ PI +pl 
\ , 
=o 
where pb = ak . (wi - w;), wk -1 Ar t &r wi and wi # w;. Therefore, in case @k. cc, + 
1 = 0, i.e., &k = -CII, m is decreased. On the other hand, K will be decreased in any 
case, since pb does not contain t. 0 
In other words, the congruence generated by the relations in T on C” is naturally 
related to the ideal generated by PT in W[C*]. 
Moreover, inspecting the proof of this theorem we find that every rewriting sequence 
u +$ v gives rise to a representation of the polynomial u - v involving k multiples of 
the form x * (I - r) * y with X, y E C*, (1, Y) E T. On the other hand the existence of 
a repreSentatiOn U - V = cf=, Xi * (li - Yi) * yi, Xi, J’i E z*, (Zi,ri) E T implieS U AT V. 
Hence not only is the word problem for finite string rewriting systems reduced to 
the membership problem for finitely generated ideals in free monoid rings, but also 
the rewriting sequences are translated into particular polynomial representations. Espe- 
cially if 3 is a total admissible well-founded ordering on C* and the rules of T are 
ordered by 3 and we have u %T v then the resulting representation has the character- 
istics of standard representations, i.e. u 3 xiliyi for all 1 <i 9 k. Additionally we can 
arrange the sum such that u-xiliyi * xlrlyl E ~212~2 t x2~2~2...~k_-llk__1yk_-l * 
Xk__lrk_iyk__l E Xklkyk + Xkrkyk = u. 
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For a monoid ~2’ presented by a string rewriting system (C, T), let p be the smallest 
congruence containing the set of relations R = {ui = ui / i E N, ui, vi E Z*}. Then we 
are interested in the quotient of 4! by p and analogous to Theorem 1 we can relate 
the congruence now generated by T U R on C* to the ideal generated by PrU~ = { l- 
r 1 (I, r) E T U R} in W[C*]. The next corollary is also the basis for considering spe- 
cialized reduction relations. For example, reduction modulo commutativity can be used 
to realize commutative monoids and commutative monoid rings. 
Corollary 2. Let (Z, T) be a $nite string rewriting system presenting a monoid A. 
Furthermore, let R be a set of relations on C and let PTUR = { I- r 1 (I, Y) E T U R} C: 
W[C*]. Then for u, v E C* the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) U&“R 0. 
(2) u - v E ideal(Pr,R). 
The existence of a finite string rewriting system over an alphabet with two symbols 
having undecidable word problem yields that the ideal membership problem for free 
monoid rings with more than one generator is undecidable 6 in general. In case the free 
monoid is generated by one element, we have decidable ideal membership problem. 
In fact NJ(a)*] then is the ordinary commutative polynomial ring in one variable 
ll6[a] and, e.g., the Euclidean algorithm determines a generating polynomial for the 
ideal which can be used to decide the ideal membership problem. 
As in the case of commutative polynomial rings, where ideal membership can suc- 
cessfully be decided using reduction methods, ideal congruences in free monoid rings 
can be described by reduction relations. A natural definition of a reduction relation was 
introduced by Mora in [31]. 
Definition 3 (Mora). Let C be a finite alphabet with a total admissible well-founded 
ordering $ on C* and let p, f be two non-zero polynomials in W[Z*]. We say that 
,f reduces p to q at a monomial a. t of p in one step, denoted by p -+f q, if 
(a) xHT(f)y z t for some x, y E C*, and 
(b) q=‘p-(cc.HC(f)-‘).x* f * y. 
We write p -jf if there is a polynomial q such that p +f q. 
Notice that for a set of polynomials F we write p +f in case there exists f E F 
such that p +f. Then cT_f,~ = sideal holds and if additionally +F is confluent we call 
F a Griibner basis of ideal(F) with respect to -+. While Theorem 1 reduces the word 
problem for string rewriting systems to the ideal membership problem in free monoid 
rings, the proof of this theorem reveals that in fact for a fixed admissible ordering the 
existence of finite convergent string rewriting systems corresponds to the existence of 
finite Grobner bases for the respective ideals and vice versa. Since there exist finitely 
6 This has also been shown by Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning in [14] for the free monoid ring 
Q[{Xl ,X2}*] by reducing the halting problem for Turing machines to this problem. 
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generated ideals in free monoid rings with undecidable membership problem, in general 
finitely generated ideals will not admit finite Grobner bases. As the ordering on J’! 
determines the head monomial of a polynomial, it has great influence on how a poly- 
nomial can be used for reduction. Therefore, as Griibner bases are defined with respect 
to a reduction which depends on an admissible ordering, it is possible for a finitely 
generated ideal to admit a finite Griibner basis with respect to one ordering and none 
with respect to another ordering. For example in the free monoid ring over {a,&~}* 
the ideal generated by F = {ac - 1, cb - bc} has a finite Grobner basis when using 
the length-lexicographic ordering on {a, b,c}* induced by the precedence a 5 b + c 
and none for the precedence c > a + b. Moreover, decidability of the word problem 
does not imply the existence of a finite Griibner basis as the following example of a 
finitely presented monoid C = {a, b}, T E {aba + bab} with decidable word problem 
but no finite convergent presentation on the alphabet {a, b} with respect to any ad- 
missible ordering shows (see [13]): The ideal generated by the polynomial aba - bab 
in K[{a, b}“] has no finite Griibner basis with respect to any admissible ordering on 
{a, b}*. Notice that in this example we can apply a Tietze transformation to the string 
rewriting system, i.e. we can change the presentation without changing the monoid, 
giving us the isomorphic presentation C’ = {a, b, c}, T’ = {aba + bab, ba ---t c} which 
can be successfully completed, e.g. with respect to the length-lexicographical order- 
ing with precedence a + b + c resulting in T” = {ac ---) cb, ba + c, bcb --f c2, bc2 ---f c’a}. 
Therefore, the ideal generated by {aba - bab, ba - c} has a finite Griibner basis with 
respect to the same ordering, namely {ac - cb, ba - c, bcb - c2, bc2 - c”a}. 7 Due to 
the result of Squier in [43] there are finitely presented monoids with solvable word 
problem which have no finite convergent presentations at all and his examples give 
rise to finitely generated ideals in free monoid rings with solvable ideal membership 
problem which have no finite Griibner bases. On the other hand, in [31] Mora pro- 
vided a completion procedure which, given an admissible ordering and a finite set of 
polynomials F, enumerates a Grobner basis of ideal(F) with respect to the reduction 
determined by this ordering. 
GR~BNER BASES IN FREE MONOID RINGS [Moral 
Given: A finite set F & W[C*], 
F a total admissible well-founded ordering on Z”. 
G :=F; 
B:=((ql,qz)lql,q2EG}; 
while B # Q) do 
(41, qz) := remove(B); 
% Remove an element using a fair strategy 
7 Notice that for i = idealK[{axh)*]({aba - bab}) and j = ideal K[{a~b~c}*l({aba - bab, ba -c}) the quotients 
Od[{a,b}*/i and Ob[{a,b,c}*]/j are isomorphic and for u,v E {a,b}* we have u--u E i if and only if u--u E j 
since i = i n K[{a, b}*]. 
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for all polynomials h E S(ql, q2) do” 
% S(ql,q2)={HC(q,)-’ .u*ql *zl- HC(q2)-’ ‘q2 /uNT(q,)c-HT(q2)}b 
Oh {HC(q, )-’ .q , * II - HC(q2)-’ . c * q2 1 HT(ql )u = uHT(qz), Iz’j < lHT(q, )/) 
h’:= normai.form(h, +G); 
if h’ # 0 





Reviewing the procedure KNUTH BENDIX COMPLETION it is easy to see the connection 
to this Griibner basis procedure: Let C be a finite alphabet, T a set of rules and > a 
total admissible well-founded ordering on C*. Then there is a correspondence between 




/‘(I, r) = I--I r>-I, 
0 1 S r. 
Hence we can associate to T a set of polynomials Pr = { p( I, r) / (1, Y) E T}. On the 
other hand, given a polynomial of the form x - y or --x + y with x t- y we can relate 
this to a rule (x,-v) and doing so associate to a set of such polynomials G a set of 
rules ‘7, = {(x, y) /x - y or -x + y E G, x + y}. In this context it is obvious that on 
input T respectively Pr the initialization of both procedures gives us corresponding 
sets R and G and corresponding sets B. Furthermore, this is also true for the two 
sets criticaLpairs((lf,rr),(/2,r2)) and S(p(ll,q), p(/2,4)). It remains to show, that 
the treatment of a critical pair and the corresponding polynomial is in fact the “same”. 
To see this we have to inspect the reduction process in both procedures. First let us 
assume a polynomial of the form u - c is reduced by a polynomial f of the form 
w - z or --w + z where w >- z (the case of reducing a polynomial of the form --u + r 
is similar). Then we either have u rxwy implying u - 21 -f xzy -- u or 11 3 .YI+‘J’ 
implying u - r +, II - xzy. Hence in both cases the resulting polynomial will be zero 
or contain two monomials, one having coefficient 1 and the other having coefficient 
-1. Therefore we can see that for a set of polynomials G of the restricted form we 
can express the normal form computaion in the Grobner basis procedure using string 
rewriting by normal.form(u - v, -+,)=normal.form(u, -r,) - normal.form(c;, -7,. ) 
and on the other hand the normal form computed by the Grobner basis procedure 
normal.form(u - c, +G) =x-y or -x+ y can be used to express the pair computed in 
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the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure since this pair is (x, JJ). Hence both procedures 
add the same information to the sets R respectively G in the form of pairs or special 
polynomials which are essentially the same in this context. Since the only possible 
coefficients occurring in the Grobner basis calculation in this special case are 1 and 
-1, the completion can also be done in Z,[Z*]. 
Procedure GR~BNER BASES IN FREE MONOID RINGS terminates if a finite Grijbner basis 
exists for the ideal generated by F with respect to the reduction relation determined 
by the chosen admissible ordering. Hence the question arises, whether it is possible to 
decide for a finite set of polynomials and a total admissible well-founded ordering if 
a finite Griibner basis with respect to the reduction determined by this ordering exists. 
This turns out to be undecidable. 
Theorem 4 (Reinert [36], Madlener and Reinert [24]). Given u total admissible 
well-founded ordering +, it is undecidable, whether a jinitely generated ideal has a 
jinite Griibner basis in the free monoid ring K[{a, b}“] with respect to the reduction 
determined by + as de$ned in Definition 3. 
Proof. Using the technique described by G)‘Dtinlaing in [35] Madlener and Otto have 
shown that the following problem is undecidable [22]: 
Let + be u compatible well-founded partial ordering on .Zz = {a,b}* such that 
a + A and b + A both hold. 
Given a jinite string rewriting system (X2, T). Is there a finite and conjuent system 
(C,, T’) that is equivalent to (C,, T) and bused on +? 
To prove our claim we show that the answer for (Cz, T) is “yes” if and only if 
the ideal generated by the set of polynomials Pr = { 1 - r 1 (1, r) E T} associated to T 
has a finite Grobner basis in W[Ct] with respect to +. If there is an equivalent, finite 
convergent presentation (Cz, T’) based on +, then the set PHI is a finite Grijbner basis 
of ideal in W[C,*]. This follows as the string rewriting reduction --tr/ on C* can 
be simulated by +pr, in W[Z,*] (compare Definition 3). Thus it remains to show that 
in case ideal has a finite Grijbner basis in W[C,*], there exists a finite Griibner 
basis G suchthat for all gEG we have g=u-v or g==-u+v, where u,vEC~, u t v, 
and u Ar v. Then (C,, T) has an equivalent, convergent, finite presentation (X2, T’), 
namely T’ = {(u,v) 1 u-v E G or -u+v E G}, since reduction in W[Ct] when restricted 
to the usage of polynomials of the form u - v or -u + v can be compared to a 
transformation step in a string rewriting system. 
First we show that for a finite set F in case ideal(F) has a finite Grobner ba- 
sis in W[C,*] the procedure GR~BNER BASES IN FREE MONOID RINGS also computes a 
finite Griibner basis of ideal(F). Let 6 be a finite Grijbner basis of ideal(F) with 
HT(@ = {HT(g) ( g E e} = {t I,...,&}. Let Ht, ={.xt~yIx,y~C*}, then HT(ideal(F)) 
= U,:, H,L, since all polynomials in ideal(F) reduce to zero by 6;. Further our pro- 
cedure is correct and, therefore, for each ti there has to be at least one g, added 
to G such that ti EXHT(gi)y for some X, y E Z*, i.e., HT(gi) “divides” tj. Note that as 
soon as all such g; are added to G, we have HT(ideal(G)) > UF=, Ht, and all further 
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computed s-polynomials must reduce to zero (we take the notion of s-polynomials as 
defined by Mora in [33]). Since the procedure is correct, G then is also a Griibner 
basis of ideal(F). 
As we have seen before, procedure GR~BNER BASES IN FREE MONOID RINGS on input 
Pr only produces new polynomials of the form 0, u - u or --u + 2’. Hence on termination 
the output has the desired form. 0 
This result holds even assuming decidable membership problems for the ideals [40]. 
Corollary 5. It is undecidable, whether jbr a finitely generated ideal in K[{a, h}*] 
there exists a total admissible well-jtiunded ordering on {a, b}* such that the ideal 
has a ,jinite Griibner basis with respect to Mora’s reduction. 
Proof. In this proof we use the following technique (described in [22]): Let ./P be 
a property of string rewriting systems over the alphabet 12 = {a, b} satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
(Pl) Whenever (Cz, rt ) and (C2, T2) are two jkzite equivalent string rewriting systems, 
then (C2,7’r) has property 9 if and only if (Cz, Tz) has it. 
(P2) The trivial string rewriting system (Cz, {a + R, b + A}) has property Y. 
(P3) If a finite rewriting system (11, T) has property ,Y, then (Cz, T) has decidable 
word problem, i.e., the Thue congruence A, is decidable. 
Then the following problem for p is undecidable in general: 
Given: A finite string rewriting system (Cz, T). 
Question: Does the Thue congruence Ar have .Y? 
Now the claim follows using the correspondence between properties of string rewriting 
systems and ideal bases of the related ideals derived in the proof of Theorem 4. 
Let us define a property 9’(T) for string rewriting systems (C,, 7’) as follows: Y(T) 
if and only if there exists a total, well-founded, admissible ordering > on CF such 
that there exists an equivalent finite convergent string rewriting system (X2, T’) based 
on :z. Then 9 fulfills the conditions (Pl), (P2) and (P3) mentioned above: I 
(PI ): If Y( T, ) holds so must .Y(Tz) as the existence of a total, well-founded, admissi- 
ble ordering 3 on Cz such that there exists an equivalent finite string rewriting 
system (Z:,, Z”) which is convergent with respect to > for (El, T1 ) at once carries 
over to the equivalent system (C,, Tz). 
(P2): The trivial system {a + A, b + A} has property 9. 
(P3‘): Having property 9 implies decidability of the Thue congruence. 
Hence this property is undecidable in general and this result carries over to Griibner 
bases in K[{a,b}*] as before. Cl 
This means that for two-sided ideals the case of free monoids is already hard although 
free monoids allow simple presentations by string rewriting systems, namely (C, 61). 
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For finitely generated right or left ideals the situation is much better. Using prefixes 
respectively suffixes of words, natural reduction relations called prefix respectively suf- 
fix reduction can be defined and finite prefix respectively suffix Grijbner bases of the 
right respectively left ideals exist. These bases can in fact be computed by interreduc- 
ing the generating set with respect to prefix or suffix reduction (compare e.g. [33] for 
an algorithm to compute prefix Grobner bases for finitely generated right ideals). 
As stated in the introduction, a first explicit connection between finitely presented 
commutative monoids and ideals in polynomial rings was used 1958 by Emelichev 
yielding a solution to the word problem in the monoid by deciding the ideal membership 
problem. In fact due to Corollary 2 the word problem for finitely generated commutative 
monoids can be decided computing Griibner bases in ordinary commutative polynomial 
rings. 
4. Relating the word and ideal membership problems in groups 
and free group rings 
In this section we want to point out how the Griibner basis methods introduced 
in [23,36] for general monoid rings relate to the word problem in the special case 
of groups. We show that the word problem for a group is equivalent to a restricted 
version of the ideal membership problem in the respective free group ring. 
Let the group be presented by a string rewriting system (C, T U TI) such that there 
exists an involution t : C+ C, i.e. for all a EC we have z(a)#a, I(E(u))= a, and 
TI = {(al(a), A) 1 a E C}. Every group has such a “group presentation”. Notice that the 
set of rules TI is confluent with respect to any admissible ordering on C. By 9~ we 
denote the free group generated by C with presentation (C, TI). The elements of Fz 
are represented by freely reduced words, i.e. we assume that the words do not contain 
any subwords of the form al(a). As usual, for an element u by u-’ we denote its 
formal inverse. 
Theorem 6 (Reinert [36], Madlener and Reinert [24]). Let (C, T U TI) be a group pre- 
sentation of a group 3 such that 1 and r are freely reduced words for all (I, r) E T. 
We associate with T the set of polynomials PT = {I - r 1 (I, r) E T} in W[~_Y]. Then 
for u,v E C* the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u Arur, v, i.e. the relation u = v holds in Y. 
(2) ula -vlr, E ideal( i.e. ~LT, -ideal VET,. 
Proof. I +2: Using induction on k we show that uLrur, v implies ulr, -vlr, 
E ideal( In the base case k =0 we have u =v and, therefore, uJr, -vJr, = 0 E 
ideal( Hence, let us assume that cArur, 5 implies iilr, -fiL, E ideal( Thus, 
looking at u Arur, uk -TUT, v we can distinguish the following cases: 
1. &-j-v with (1,r)ET. 
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Without loss of generality we can assume uk ~xly and L‘ ixry for some words, 
x, y E 1”. Now this gives us 
and xly Ir, -xry Jr, =x * (I - r) * y, where * denotes multiplication in W[.Fz]. 
By our induction hypothesis we know u.lr, -UkJr, E ideal and, hence, we get 
u.lr, -vlr, E ideal( 
2. u,, ++T, v with (al(a), 1) E TI. 
Without loss of generality we can assume uk ~xaz(a)y for some x, y E C* and 
v EX)‘, i.e., Uk Jr, = vlr, and therefore ulr, -clr, E ideal( 
2 :+ 1: It remains to show that u Ir, --v Lr, E ideal implies u AruT, 11. We 
know U~T, -VLT, = X:=1 pj . xi * (Zi, - T,,) * yj, where /I, E K*, Xj, 49 E ,Fx. There- 
fore, by showing the following stronger result we are done: A representation u - 
r,Jz J-” ‘_,=i P, where P,=aj.(wj-~$), UjE K*, U, c’, Wj, VVj E LFx and Wj AT WI implies 
that u Ar V. Hence, let u - v = CT=, P,j be such a representation. Depending on this 
representation c,“=, Pj and the ordering + on C* we can define t = max+{n~,, wi 1.j = 
1,. . ,m} and K as the number of polynomials p, containing t as a term. We will 
show our claim by induction on (m, K), where (m’, K') < (m, K) if and only if m’ <m 
or (m' = m and K’ <K). If m = 0, then u - v = 0 implies u = v and hence u A1 r. ‘3 
Now suppose m > 0. 
In case K = 1, let Pk be the polynomial containing t. Since we either have Pl; = XI 
(t-w;) or pk= xk . (wk - t), where zk E { 1, -l}, without loss of generality we can 
assume u = t and Pk = t - w;. Using Pk we can decrease m by substracting PA from 
U - II giving Wi - U = C,“=, jik pj. Since u = t AT w6 and our induction hypothesis 
yields w;. Cr-iT c’ we get u AT V. 
In case K > 1 there are two polynomials Pk, pr in the corresponding representation 
containing the term t and without loss of generality we can assume Pk = xk (t - wi ) 
and PI = JI (t - wj), as the cases where Pk = ?k (~6 - t) or p/ = rt (M$ - t) occur 
can be treated similarly by modifying the respective coefficient. If WI = ~ji we can 
immediately decrease m by substituting the occurrence of Pk + pt by (& x; ’ + 1). pi. 
Otherwise we can proceed as follows: 
pk + PI = pk -uk ’ a/ -“p/+~k.~~‘~p[+p/ 
0 
= (-ak’w~+~k’W~)+(ak.~,‘+l).p, \ / 
= P; 
where p; = & ( Wi - Wb ), WI AT t A, wi and wi # w;. Hence, in case ak .a;’ + 1 = 0, 
i.e., & = -ar,m is decreased. On the other hand, p(, does not contain t, i.e., K will 
be decreased in any case. 0 
’ Remember that u, u E Z+, i.e., they are in normal form with respect to T/ 
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The existence of a finite group presentation over four letters (resulting from two 
generators as a group) with undecidable word problem implies that the ideal mem- 
bership problem for free group rings with more than one generator is undecidable in 
general. Groups with one generator are known to have decidable word problem. The 
ideal membership problem for free group rings with one generator is decidable as this 
ring corresponds to the ring of Laurent polynomials for the (commutative) free group 
with one generator (see e.g. [42]). 
In Theorem 6 we have shown how the congruence generated by the relations in T 
on 9~ is related to the ideal generated by Pr in W[~Z]. As in the monoid case (see 
Corollary 2) we can use additional relations R and investigate the quotient of _@z by 
the congruence generated by R. 
Corollary 7. Let (E, T u Tf ) be a Jinife string rewriting system as specified in 
Theorem 6. Furthermore, let R be a set of relations and let PT~R = { 1 - r 1 (1,r) E 
T u R). Then for u,v E Fz the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u tf’T”R v. 
(2) ulfi -vlr, E ideal(P7-uR). 
As in the monoid case (compare Definition 3) we can define a natural reduction rela- 
tion on W[~Z] and we then can link the existence of finite convergent string rewriting 
systems for groups to the existence of finite Griibner bases for the respective ideals and 
vice versa. Moreover, the situations described for presentations of monoids (following 
Definition 3) can be generalized to groups hence extending the whole scenario to free 
group rings. Negative results on the question of the decidability of the existence of a 
finite Griibner basis with respect to a given ordering in analogy to Theorem 4 or the 
question of the decidability of the existence of an ordering such that a finite GrGbner 
basis exists as in Corollary 5 can be derived. 
5. Relating the generalized word and one-sided ideal membership problems 
in groups and group rings 
This section is concerned with another fundamental decision problem introduced by 
Dehn in 1911 for groups. 
Definition 8. Given a subgroup % of a group ?? the generalized word problem for q 
or the subgroup problem for %! is to determine, given w E 9, whether w E %. 
For a finite subset S of a group 3, let S-‘={S-‘]~ES} and let (S)={sl o...o 
s,, 1 n E N, Si E S U S-’ } denote the subgroup generated by S. A subgroup % of a group 
3 is called finitely generated if there exists a finite subset S of 9 such that u2! = (S). 
We say a group 9 has solvable generalized word problem if for every finite subset S 
the subgroup problem for (S) is decidable. The word problem for a group 9 is just 
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the generalized word problem for the trivial subgroup in %? since u = z’ holds in 9 if 
and only if ~4 o L:-’ = i. holds in 3, i.e. u o u-’ E (j&). Thus the existence of a group 
with undecidable word problem yields undecidability for the generalized word problem 
for this group as well. On the other hand, decidable word problem for a group does 
not imply decidable generalized word problem (for an overview on various decision 
problems for groups see e.g. [29]). 
Now due to the existence of inverses, the word problem for congruences on free 
groups can be formulated as a special type of subgroup problem. Let R be a set of 
relations on a free group 51. Then we can associate a set B & -91 to R by setting 
B= {IoF; 1.-’ 1 (I, r) E R}. Let I be the normal closure ‘” of B in <Fz. Then in fact 
the word problem for the group FJ. I can be reduced to the subgroup problem for 
I since a relation u = L‘ holds in CFx/., 1 if and only if II o c _’ = ;. holds in .‘i;z I_ I ‘. 
i.e. li 0 C’ t I t ‘. Notice that in general I is not a finitely generated subgroup. 
Subgroups of groups can be characterized by one-sided congruences on the group. In 
the following we restrict ourselves to the case of right congruences (left congruences 
can be introduced in a similar fashion). Let %/ be a subgroup of a group ‘9. Then for 
~1, c E Y we can define 
l4 -q/ 1’ if and only if &U = &r:, 
where J&u = (61 o u 1 q E I//}. It is easy to prove that -?, is a right congruence. The 
subgroup 41 itself is the congruence class of i,. This right congruence is a congruence 
if and only if II/ is a normal subgroup. 
The fact that #U = /2/z? holds if and only if v o K’ E &, is used in the proof of 
the next theorem, which states that the subgroup problem for a group is equivalent 
to a special instance of the right respectively left ideal membership problem in the 
corresponding group ring. 
Theorem 9 (Madlener and Reinert [23], Reinert [36]). Let S he u finite subset of’ 3 
urd lM[!q] the yvup ring ocer 3. Further let Ps = {s - 1 1 .s t S} c W[Y] he the set of 
polynon~inls ussociuted to S. Then Jbr M’ E 9 the jdlon~ing statements uw quiwlcwt: 
(1) M’E (S). 
(2) 11: - 1 t ideal,.( 
(3) II’ - I E ideali(P.T). 
Proof. 1 =+-2: Let ~=SI 0 . .. o sk E (S), i.e., ~1.. .,s~ E SU {s-’ 1 s ES}. We show 
II’- 1 E ideal,. by induction on k. In the base case k = 0 there is nothing to show, as 
M’ = i E (S) and i- 1 = 0 E ideal,( Hence, suppose M/ = ~10. .osk_~ and SI 0.. ~0s~ 
1 E ideal,.( Then (.rlo.. .os,:-l)*~k,, E ideal,, and, since sk+l--1 E ideal,.(P,y). ” 
we get (~1 o-..osk - I)*sk+l +(sx+~ - I)=M~- 1 Eideal,.(Ps). 
I0 The normal closure of a set B in .FL is the smallest normal subgroup containing 5. 
” We either have .s~+, - I E F’s or .~~~_i’, ES, i.e.. (.T~~~,  I) * EL+, = I - si+, E ideal(&) 
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2 + 1: We have to show that w - 1 E ideal, implies w E (S). We know w - 
1 = EYE, Uj . (Sj - 1) *Xj, where Mj E K”, Sj ES U {s-’ 1 s ES}, Xj E 3. Therefore, by 
showing the following stronger result we are done: A representation w - 1 = cy=, pj 
where pj = OIj . (wj - w;), Mj E lK*, wj # W; and wj o w:-' E (S) implies w E (A'). NOW, 
let w - 1 = x7=, pj be such a representation and 3 be an arbitrary total well-founded 
ordering on 9. Depending on this representation and + we define t = max+ {wj, wJ ) j = 
1,. . . ,m} and K as the number of polynomials pj containing t as a term. We will 
show our claim by induction on (m, K), where (m’, K’) < (m, K) if and only if m’ <m 
or(m’=mandK’<K).Incasem=O,w-1=Oimpliesw=l=1o~=~andhence 
w E (S). Thus let us assume m > 0. 
In case K = 1, let pk be the polynomial containing t. As we either have pk = &. (t - 
W:) Or pk=ak’(wk-t), where akE{l,-1}, without loss of generality we can assume 
pk = t - wi. Using pk we can decrease m by subtracting pk from w - 1 giving us 
Wb- 1 = X7=, jfk pj. Since tow;-’ E (S) and our induction hypothesis yields w6 E (S), 
we can conclude w=t=to(w~p’ow:)=(tow~M1)ow~E(S). 
In case K > 1 there are at least two polynomials pk, pl in the corresponding rep- 
resentation and without loss of generality we can assume pk = & (t - wk) and 
PI= LX/ . (t - wi). If then WI = wi we can immediately decrease m by substituting the 
occurrence of pk + p[ by (cl,+  a!). pt. Otherwise we can proceed as follows: 
-I 
pk + pl = pk -uk ’ Et ’ pl + ak a,’ pi fpl 
. / 
=o 
= (-ak.w;+ak’w;)+@k.$+ l)‘pl 
. / 
d 
where p~=c(k.(w~-w~),w~#w~ andw~ow~-‘E(S),sincewLot-‘,towi-’E(S) and 
l-1 
w; 0 WI =W~ot-‘otoW~ ‘-I. In case uk . xr’ + 1 = 0, i.e., c(k = --cII,~ is decreased. 
On the other hand p: does not contain t, i.e., if m is not decreased K is 
The equivalence for the left ideal can be shown analogously. 0 
Remember that in the free monoid ring the one-sided ideal membership problem 
is decidable by special string rewriting techniques (prefix or suffix rewriting) for the 
finitely generated case. This can be generalized for the free group ring [23,39]. How- 
ever, since there exists a group presented by a finite convergent string rewriting system, 
which has a subgroup with undecidable subgroup problem, the one-sided ideal mem- 
bership problem in group rings is undecidable in general. This of course carries over 
to the more general case of monoid rings. We can only expect group rings where the 
group has decidable generalized word problem to have decidable membership problem 
for right or left ideals. So appropriate candidates are e.g. finite, free, plain, context-free, 
Abelian, nilpotent and polycyclic groups [ 181. The proof of Theorem 9 again reveals 
how representations of products in subgroups are related to representations of sums of 
products of special polynomials in group rings and vice versa (compare the monoid 
case in Theorem 1). We will again link rewriting techniques used to solve the subgroup 
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problems to the respective ideal membership problems in analogy to the study of the 
word problem for monoids in the previous section. 
As we have discussed before, a subgroup of a group induces a right congruence on 
the group. Hence it is important to find means of describing one-sided congruences by 
rewriting techniques. For groups presented by string rewriting systems this has been 
done using prefix rewriting by Kuhn and Madlener (see [ 16, 171) and for polycyclic 
groups by WiDmann (see [ 1,8,44]). More details on these approaches will be given 
later. 
First we review how the subgroup problem can be treated by rewriting techniques. 
Let 3 be a group presented by a finite convergent string rewriting system (2, T ) and 
let S be a finite generating set of a subgroup of 9. We assume that S is closed under 
inverses, i.e., if s E S so is s -‘. Then we can define a right congruence on C* by 
r~ -S G’ if and only if there exists x E (S} such that MI Ar XI’. Now the key idea is to 
express this right congruence by a rewriting relation. This can for example be done by 
introducing a reduction relation JS depending on the generators S such that 11‘ =+is I‘
for M’,C E 93 if and only if there exists s E S such that u = SOXJ and IV :- c’ where + is the 
ordering on 9 induced by the completion ordering of the string rewriting system (X, T) 
presenting 3. Moreover, since (S) is the coset of the empty word 2, confluence on 
this equivalence class is sufficient for deciding the subgroup problem for (S). Notice 
that since we have a group, every relation u = c can be transformed into a relation 
UOC ~-’ - 1 which is then a relator or “generator”. In particular, if :+.s is confluent or ~ j
confluent on the equivalence class of i, the set S is called a conflurnt or (2)-c~jnflumf 
generuting scrt of (S). 
We now want to demonstrate how strorzq reduction ” in group rings is related to 
solutions of the subgroup problem by rewriting techniques. This is a specialization 
of our techniques developed for right ideals in general monoid rings. An analogous 
definition for left ideals is possible. 
Strong reduction +’ in a group ring is defined as follows: For p,j’ E W[Y], let 
HT(J‘ * w) = t for some t E T(p), w E ‘9, then p-7 p - x. ,f * w = q, where ^ A E I6 such 
that t @T(q). We then say that p is (strongly) reducible by ,f’ which is also denoted 
by ~1 -7. As usual for a set of polynomials F we write p +k in case there exists 
,f E F such that p 4;. 
Then for this reduction ‘t> = -ideal,(F) holds and if additionally -c is confluent 
we call F a strong Griibner basis of ideal,.(F). 
First we take a closer look at the outcome of using only restricted polynomials ,f 
of the form x - y or -x + y for reduction where X, y E 9 and x + y. Then reducing a 
polynomial of the form w E 9’ by such a polynomial gives us either PV -7 y o (c’ o 12’) 
in case M:=(XOX~‘)OW + (yoxP1)ow or n~+~xo(y-‘ow) in case w=(yoj*-‘)oM’ * 
(X o L.-’ ) o JG. Thus such a reduction step in the group ring corresponds directly to a 
reduction step of the form w + ,,.OIP~ (y o x-t ) o MI respectively u’ +rOY- I (x o _v- ’ ) 0 w 
” A thorough study of the properties of strong reduction as well as other possible definitions of reductton 
applicable in this context can be found in [36]. 
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in the group. On the other hand, for s E ‘29 a reduction step w +S s o w can be restated 
as strongly reducing a polynomial w by a polynomial s - 1 and, since we know that 
w*sow, we get w-i_, s o w. Moreover, we can show that the right ideal generated 
by a set of polynomials Ps = {s - 1 1 s E S} has a (not necessarily finite) Grobner 
basis with respect to strong reduction of the form G = {x - y 1 x, y E S’} and the set 
B={xoy-‘,yox-’ 1 x - y E G} then is a generating set of the subgroup (S) such that 
+B is confluent. The proof is done using two lemmata. The first one shows that for 
a polynomial in ideal, there exist special representations in terms of polynomials 
containing only two monomials and involving only terms of the polynomial itself. 
Lemma 10 (Reinert [37]). Let g be a polynomial in the non-trivial right ideal gen- 
erated by Ps = {s - 1 ( s ES} G W[$]. Then g has a representation of the form 
g = 5 cli ’ (Xi - Vi), 
i=l 
where n E N, tli E K, xi, yi E T(g), xi - yi E ideal,( 
Proof. Remember that g E ideal,(Ps)\{O} implies g = ~~=i /3j ’ fi * Wj where flj E K, 
fi E Ps, and wj E ‘29. Hence we show our claim by induction on m. In the base case 
m=l wefindg=~~(s-1)ow=~~(sow-w),forsome~~~\{0},s-1~P~,w~~, 
and as s o w # w for s # ;1 then s o w, w E T(g) and s o w - w E ideal,. and we are 
done. 
Now let us assume m > 1 and 
m-1 
g= C Bj*fj*Wj+B’(SOW-W). 
j=l 
Then by OUT induction hypothesis we ~IIOW h = cy=, tli . (Xi - yi) where ai E K, 
Xi, yi f T(h), Xi - yi E ideal,( Notice that T(h) 2 T(g) U {S o W, w}. We have to dis- 
tinguish the following cases: If s o w, w @T(h) we are done at once since this either 
implies s o w, w E T(g) or /? . (s o w - w) = 0. In case s o w E T(h) and w @T(h) (the 
case s o w @T(h) and w E T(h) is similar) without loss of generality let s o w =xj 
for 1 <j <k. Then in case x;=, /3j # -fl we find s o w E T(g) and the representation 
9= cbr Q.(Xi-YYi)+Be( sow - w) already has the desired form. Else we show that 
such a representation can be achieved by induction on the number k of terms s o w 
occurring in this representation. In the base case k = 1 we get GLI = -B and hence 
g = e CQ ’ (Xi - yi +Crl’(SOW-yy1)+~‘(SOW-W) ) 
i=2 
=l$ai.(& -Yi)+P.(Yl -WI 
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and we are done. Now let k > 1 and 
g= 2 ni.(xi-yi)fk~ a,‘(SOW-_yi)+(Xk’(SOW-_yk)+B.(SOW-W) 
i=k+l i=l 
and since sow occurs at most k times in this final representation, we can assume 
that g has a representation of the desired form. It remains to check the case where 
s 0 w, w E T(h). Then we can proceed as in the previous case to first incorporate so w 
into the representation and later on do the same for w. 0 
Notice that in general for polynomials p, q, 41, q2, p -i and q -iI q2 need not imply 
p +&, q2j. This property is closely related to interreduction, and there are examples 
where the property of being a Griibner basis with respect to strong reduction is lost 
after interreduction. Still in case q, q1 and q2 are related in a special way, this will not 
happen due to the following fact: 
Lemma 11 (Reinert [37]). Let p,q,ql,q2 be some polynomials in W[%] such that 
P -;3 4 -;, q2, q = c(. q1 + 92, cx E K and T(q) = T(ql ) U T(q2). Then we can conclude 
p -):41,42). 
Proof. In case q reduces p at a term t E T(p) we know that there exists an element 
u in 9 such that HT(q * u) = t. Since q = 51. q1 + q2 and T(q) = T(qt ) U T(q2) only two 
cases are possible, namely HT(ql * u) = t or HT(q2 *u) = t, i.e., q1 or q2 can be used 
to strongly reduce p at t. 0 
It holds that a (not necessarily finite) set G is a strong Grobner basis of the right 
ideal it generates if and only if for all g E ideal,(G) we have g $L 0, i.e., every 
g E ideal,(G)\(O) is strongly reducible using a polynomial in G. Suppose G contains 
polynomials q, q1 as described in Lemma 11. Then in case we have q -i, q2, for the set 
G’ = (G\(q)) u -Cqz] we know that ideal,(G) = ideal, and still every polynomial 
in this right ideal is strongly reducible by a polynomial in G’. Hence G’ is again 
a strong Griibner basis. 
Now it is straightforward to see that there exists a strong (not necessarily finite) 
Griibner basis of the right ideal generated by PS which contains only polynomials of the 
form u - 2). Let G be an arbitrary strong Grobner basis of ideal,( Every polynomial 
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g in G has a representation as described in Lemma 10, say g = Cy$ a!‘). (XI’) - yj”). 
Then the set G’ = G U {x$‘) - hi 1 g = CyA?, a!‘). (xig) - yig’), g E G, i = 1,. . . , rzg} is 
again a strong Grijbner basis which can be transformed into a (interreduced) generating 
set {xig) - yig) 1 g = C:L, ai . (xi(‘) - yjg’), g E G, i = 1,. . . , ng} which by our previous 
remark remains a strong Griibner basis of the right ideal generated by Ps. 
Hence if a group ring allows the computation of jinite strong Griibner bases for 
finitely generated right respectively left ideals, the subgroup problem of the corre- 
sponding group can be solved using rewriting methods. Additionally, since for strong 
reduction f - g 5; 0 implies the existence of a polynomial h such that f >; h and 
g 5& h, unique representatives can be computed by reduction and this can be used to 
compute unique representatives for the cosets when applied to the subgroup problem. 
As shown in [36], in special cases finite strong Griibner bases can be computed us- 
ing appropriate weakenings of strong reduction. We now want to illustrate how such 
weakenings are related to known rewriting solutions of the subgroup problem. 
In [ 171 Kuhn and Madlener have shown how the notion of prefix rewriting - a spe- 
cialization of ordinary string rewriting - can be applied to solve the subgroup problem 
for certain classes of groups, namely finite, free and plain groups. Prefix rewriting and 
the associated completion procedure is a direct generalization of Nielsen’s method to 
solve the subgroup problem in the class of free groups [34]. Finite confluent prefix 
rewriting systems can be used to compute Schreier-representatives of the subgroup 
cosets. An extension of prefix rewriting has been given by Cremanns and Otto for 
the case of context-free groups [5], and a thorough study of prefix rewriting sys- 
tems and their limitations can be found in [4]. In order to show the connection to 
Griibner bases in group rings, we consider the following weakening of strong reduc- 
tion - prejix reduction. For p, f E W[Y], let HT(f)w E t for some t E T(p), w E 9, then 
P+YP- ~1. f * w = q, where CI E 06 such that t $L T(q). Then a finite prefix Griibner 
basis for the right ideal generated by a set Ps = {s - 1 1 s ES} implies the existence of 
a finite prefix Grijbner basis of the form {x - y 1 x, y E 9}, which can be interpreted as 
a finite convergent prefix rewriting system for the subgroup problem. In [23,24] it is 
shown that finite prefix Griibner bases exist for finitely generated right ideals in group 
rings over finite, free, plain and context-free groups. The proof of Theorem 9 reveals 
an even closer connection: The special prefix rewriting solutions to the subgroup prob- 
lem provided by convergent prefix rewriting systems can be found in the computation 
of prefix Griibner bases of the associated right ideals. 
Another class of groups where rewriting techniques have been successfully applied 
to solve the subgroup problem are the polycyclic groups. Using the consequences 
of Theorem 9 it is possible to strengthen the results known from the literature: In 
[ 1,441 Wigmann gives a completion based approach to the subgroup problem for 
polycyclic groups using prefix rewriting for nilpotent groups presented by convergent 
PCNI-systems and +-reduction for polycyclic groups presented by convergent PCP- 
systems. In the latter case he gives a completion procedure which computes a finite /1- 
confluent generating set B of (S) = [I],(s), i.e., for all g E (S) we have g $$B A. Further- 
more, Wirjmann states for +-reduction that while for PCNI-systems finite confluent 
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generating sets always exist, this need not be the case for PCP-systems (cf. Theo- 
rem 3.6.9 in [44]). WiDmann’s rewriting solution for the subgroup problem in nilpo- 
tent groups can directly be related to Grobner bases of right ideals with respect to 
quasi-commutative reduction, a weakening of strong reduction which is appropriate for 
groups presented by convergent PCNI-systems. In choosing different presentations for 
polycyclic groups, which we named reversed PCP-systems, we have succeeded in giv- 
ing terminating completion algorithms for Griibner bases of right ideals with respect 
to another weakening of strong reduction appropriate for those presentations of the 
groups. This result now implies that when using the appropriate presentation for the 
polycyclic groups it is indeed possible to give a rewriting solution for the subgroup 
problem even by a conoevgent system, i.e. providing unique representatives for the 
cosets. Left ideals can also be studied using PCNI- respectively PCP-systems. The re- 
spective reductions are based on the concept of commutative prefixes due to the fact 
that the normal forms representing the group elements are ordered group words of 
the form Q: . ai. However, due to the different collection properties associated with 
the respective commutation rules in the string rewriting systems presenting the groups, 
one has to proceed more carefully when defining a Noetherian reduction than in the 
commutative case. For more details the reader is referred to [24-26,371. 
6. Relating the submonoid and subalgebra membership problems in monoids and 
monoid rings 
While the subgroup problem is thoroughly studied in the literature, the submonoid 
problem is less investigated except for some special cases like the free monoid case. 
Submonoids in free monoids are used in the theory of codes, but codes (as regular 
languages) are usually studied using techniques from formal language theory. Since 
rewriting techniques are seldom used in this context, in this section we want to in- 
troduce appropriate notions for describing submonoids of monoids in order to give an 
analogy to the approach presented for subgroups of groups. 
Definition 12. Given a submonoid g# of a monoid i K, the suhmonoid problem is to 
determine, given w E J&‘, whether w E &. 
For a finite subset S of a monoid JZ, let (S) = (~1 0.. OS, /n E N,s; ES} denote 
the submonoid generated by S. A submonoid J%! of a monoid J@ is called ,jinitel_v 
generctted if there exists a finite subset S of J such that % = (S). We say a monoid 
t?’ has solvable generalized word problem if for every finite subset S the submonoid 
problem for (S) is decidable. 
In the previous section we have seen how the subgroup problem is related to the 
membership problem for right respectively left ideals in group rings. Unfortunately, 
Theorem 9 cannot be generalized to the submonoid problem as the following example 
shows: 
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Example 13. Let C = {a, b}, T = {ab + A} be a string rewriting system presenting the 
bicyclic monoid J?‘. Let % = {a” 1 n E N} be the submonoid of J& generated by S = {u}, 
Then we have b - 1 E ideal, since b - 1 = - 1 . (a - 1) *b but b $ %?!. Theorem 9 
would require b E a. 
The problem shown in this example is due to the following observation: 
subgroup case, a submonoid @ of a monoid J?’ induces a right congruence 
setting 
U-I v if and only if %!u = %v 
As in the 
on _4? by 
for u, v E JY. But the submonoid itself in general is no longer the right congruence class 
[4-r In our example we find [A],, = {A}, i.e. even a $ [A],,, while “2! = {an 1 n E NJ. 
Hence the submonoid cannot be described adequately in the monoid ring using the right 
ideal congruence as in the subgroup case studied before. But there is another algebraic 
substructure of monoid rings which is appropriate to restate the submonoid problem in 
algebraic terms - the subalgebra. 
Definition 14. A nonempty subset S of K[&] is called a subazgebru of W[A], if the 
following hold: 
1. K&S, 
2. for all f,gES we have f-gES, and 
3. for all f,gES we have f *gES. 
Notice how the first and third condition differ from the definition of ideals. For a 
subset P C W[A] let subalgebra denote the minimal subalgebra of W[&‘] contain- 
ing P. The next theorem states that the submonoid problem for a monoid is equiva- 
lent to a special instance of the subalgebra membership problem in the corresponding 
monoid ring. 
Theorem 15. Let S be a subset of A and Ps = {s - 1 1 s E S} a subset 
associated to S. Then for w E At’ the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) WE m 
(2) w - 1 E subalgebra( 
of w-,4 
Proof. 1+2: Let w=slo...o~k~(S), i.e., sl,..., SUES. We show w-1~ 
subalgebra by induction on k. In the base case k = 0 there is nothing to show, as 
w = 1 E (S) and 1 - 1 = 0 E subalgebra( Hence, suppose k > 1, i.e. w = slo. . . Osk 
and s1 o . . . os,&_l, Sk - 1 E subalgebra( We can write 
w-l=(s10.. ‘ask__l - l)*(sk- l)+(s, o.“osk_, - 1)+ (Sk- 1) 
\ , , , \ *r J 
E subalgebra E subalgebra E subalgebra 
implying that w - 1 E subalgebra( 
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2 => 1: To see that w - 1 E subalgebra implies w E (8) we show a more general 
result: For every f E subalgebra we have that every term t e T(f) is an element 
of (S). By the definition of a subalgebra, f E subalgebra has a representation of 
the form f = C:zl xi. & pi, with pi, E Ps and ‘x, E 06. We show that every term 
occurring in such a product I-$=, pr, lies in (S) by induction on k,,. In the base case 
k, = I we find fl)_., pi, =s - 1 and since s, 1 E (S) we are done. Hence, suppose k, > 1, 
i.e. Il:!, p,, = (@Lr’ pj,) * (S ~ l), and by our induction hypothesis we know that 
I-I:;’ pi, =C:, B,. i t w h ere every term ti belongs to (S). Then every term occurring 
in I:, /Ii.& *(s ~ l)=CL, /$A t, 0 s ~ C,“_, fll . t, again must lie in (S). 0 
Two basic approaches to decide the subalgebra problem in the commutative case 
using rewriting techniques can be found in the literature. In [ 121 Kapur and Madlener 
introduce a special rewriting relation which describes subalgebras in polynomial rings 
and provide a completion procedure. Their procedure in fact computes “Griibner bases” 
of subalgebras but in general need not terminate, even in case the subalgebra is finitely 
generated. One way to overcome the termination problem for finitely generated subalge- 
bras is to transform the subalgebra membership problem into a special ideal membership 
problem in an extended polynomial ring. This is done by Shannon and Sweedler in [41] 
by introducing tag variables and computing ordinary Grobner bases of the transformed 
ideals in the “enlarged” polynomial ring. Other approaches can be found in [30,383. 
Here we want to generalize the approach given in [41]: Let S be a finite subset of 
a monoid .&‘. For each s ES let z, be a new letter not occurring among the generators 
of A%’ and let Z, denote the set of all such tag variables. With .A! * Z: we denote the 
free product of the monoid A? and the free monoid Z,*. The elements of this monoid 
are denoted by words of the form WOUI WI . . ulwl where I E N, wi E A’ and v, E Zc. 
We associate a set of polynomials to S in the monoid ring K[.Al t Zf] by setting 
Ps = {s -z, 1 s E S}. In this context the following holds: 
Theorem 16. Let S be a subset of .A!’ and Ps = {s ~ z, 1 s E S} u subset of’ K[J&’ + Z,*] 
ussociuted to S. Then for w E .A? the ,foElowiny statements are equivalent: 
(1) IVE (S). 
(2) w - t,. E ideal K[.*“*zs*l(Ps) for some t,, 15 Zs*. 
Proof. Within this proof we will abbreviate ideal K[~H*~~l(PS) by ideal( 
1=*2: Let w=sl o...o~kE (S), i.e., SI ,.,., sk E S. We show the existence of some 
t,,. E Zi such that w - t,+ E ideal by induction on k. In the base case k = 0 there 
is nothing to show, as w = 1, t, = 1 E Z: and 1 - 1 = 0 E ideal( Hence, suppose 
k>l, i.e. w=st o-.. o Sk and there exists t f Z: such that s1 o . 0 Sk_ 1 - t, .Q - z,,, E 
ideal( Then we find that 
@lO~~‘O~k-l -t)*(sk-z,,)+(SIO...OSk-l -t)*zs,+t*(Sk-zs,) J \ , , / 
E ideal t ideal E ideal(&) 
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lies in ideal and this sum equals si 0.. . ask - t *z,,, i.e. we can choose tw = t * 
zSk E Z,* and we are done. 
2 + 1: Let us introduce the following homomorphisms: ~$1 : Z,* t Jtf is induced 
by the mapping z, HS for s E S and lifted to ~$2 : At’*Z: + A!, UOW~V~. . . wlvl H 
~1(~o)ow 04h(VI)O . . . WI o &(vl), where I E N, wi E JZ?’ and Vi E Z:, which is lifted 
t0 #:W[A*Z,*]+K[J&], CElUi.ti H xi”=, ai’42(ti). Then ideal C kernel($), 
as f~ ideal implies f-C:, pi *(q-zsl)*qi for some Si ES, pi,qi E W[&Y*Z,*]. 
Hence w - tw E ideal yields C$(W - t,) = 0 and therefore w = $(tw) = c$l(t++,). As 
tw E Z,* this gives us w E (S). 0 
The proof of this theorem also provides a technique which can be used to give 
a more precise characterization of the subalgebra generated by S. Let us study the ho- 
momorphism II/ : W[Z,X] + W[A], Cr?, C(i. ti H CyT, Cli. 4l(ti). Then we can show that 
the kernel of this homomorphism is in fact ideal KIA*zs*l(Ps) n W[Z,*]. The inclusion 
idealK[“*z~l(Ps) n W[Z,*] C kernel($) follows at once as in the previous proof. Hence 
let us assume f E kernel($), i.e. f=C,“=, Cli. ti with Cli E K, ti E Z,* and t/(f) = 0. 
Then we can represent f as 
In showing ti - $l(ti) E ideal(&) we are done. Since 4l(ti) E (S) this can be shown 
straightforward as in the proof of Theorem 16 by induction on k where ti contains k 
variables, i.e. $i(ti)=Si 0 ... OSk, si ,..., Sk ES. 
In commutative polynomial rings elimination orderings are used to compute Griibner 
bases of the kernel of $. We can proceed in a similar fashion and introduce elimi- 
nation orderings for C*. Then in case a finite Grijbner basis G, can be computed for 
idealK[‘* l ‘s*](Ps) in K[C* *Z,*] with respect to an elimination ordering the submonoid 
problem for (S) can be solved using rewriting techniques since for w E C* we have 
w E (S) if and only if the normal form of w with respect to toe is a word in Z,*. 
Notice that since the existence of finite such Grijbner bases in K[C* *Z,*] due to 
Theorem 1 is very restricted, this reduction is mainly of theoretical interest. 
The results of this section differ from the ones in the previous sections in the follow- 
ing way: While the word problems in monoids and groups and the generalized word 
problem for groups have been studied first and reduction techniques for the respective 
rings have been introduced later, here the well-studied subalgebra membership problem 
is generalized for monoid rings providing new techniques to treat submonoid problems. 
How useful these techniques are remains to be seen. 
7. Concluding remarks 
The class of finitely presented groups contains subclasses which - using appropriate 
presentations - allow to solve the subgroup problem using string rewriting techniques. 
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’ By Theorem 6 the existence of such finite bases would solve the word problem for groups 
presented by finite string rewriting systems. 
In this paper we have pointed out how these results are related to the existence (and 
in fact even the construction) of Grobner bases in the respective group rings. This 
is summarized in Table 1, which lists the reduction relations which - again using 
appropriate presentations for the groups -- ensure the construction of the respective 
finite Grobner basis of one- or two-sided ideals. Note that +su stands for suffix, +r 
for prefix, + qc for quasi-commutative, -+‘P’ for left-polycyclic reduction and 4~ 
for right-polycyclic reduction (for more information on the reduction relations and the 
computation of Griibner bases related to them see [23-26,36,37]). 
As mentioned above, the different reduction relations require special forms of 
presentations for the respective groups. Free groups need free presentations with length- 
lexicographical completion ordering for prefix and suffix reduction. Plain groups 
require canonical 2-monadic presentations with inverses of length 1 and again length- 
lexicographical completion ordering for prefix as well as suffix reduction. Context-free 
groups demand virtually free presentations (see [5]) for prefix and a modified version 
of these presentations for suffix reduction. All these special forms of the presentations 
are similarly required when solving the subgroup problem using prefix rewriting tech- 
niques. For nilpotent groups we need convergent PCNI-systems for quasi-commutative 
and left-polycyclic reduction. In the case of polycyclic groups we need PCP-systems 
for left-polycyclic and reversed PCP-systems for right-polycyclic reduction. 
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